
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
WITH TIMLY
FURNITURES & IT ASSETS

Hello and welcome to Timly, your digital
inventory management platform! 

In this short guide, you will discover all
the essentials of our software. 
Learn how to track and manage your
office furniture and IT assets effectively.

WHAT IS TIMLY?
Timly offers a comprehensive solution
for business resource management.
Our cloud-based application, developed
in Switzerland, is GDPR-compliant and
hosted on secure servers in Europe.
Trusted by businesses of all sizes and
industries, Timly is a leading platform
for inventory management.

WHO IS TIMLY FOR?
Businesses across various sectors
choose our platform to optimize
inventory management and asset
tracking. From small enterprises to
large corporations, our diverse
customer base shares a common
goal: transforming resource and
equipment management.

Learn more about Timly
from this short
presentation video

Timly is highly customizable and
designed to adapt to your unique
needs—not the other way around.

No matter your industry, use case, or
the scale of assets you manage,
Timly can be fully tailored to suit
your requirements.

With a web app accessible across
all devices, Timly ensures you can
access your inventory data anytime,
anywhere, using a smartphone,
tablet, or PC.

https://timly.com/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9gFVcQL4G8
https://timly.com/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9gFVcQL4G8


Timly’s intuitive and powerful
features are designed to give you
full control and a comprehensive
overview of your inventory.

Here are some of the things you can
do with Timly to transform your
asset tracking:

ASSET ALLOCATION

Track assets: location, condition, maintenance status, user assignments and more
Easily allocate and return assets with check-in and checkout functions
Verify asset availability, allocations, requests and reservations

DIGITAL SIGNATURE

Securely transfer assets with authentication
Generate PDFs with digital signatures for handover proof
Enable remote document signing and asset handovers, from any location

SCHEDULING

Schedule the allocation of assets/equipment
Plan and deploy resources to projects, sites, or employees
Ensure resources are available when needed through scheduled allocation

SELF-INVENTORY

Enable remote inventory confirmation for employees, from any location 
Ensure asset condition before assignment
Manage reported defaults, damages, or losses effortlessly

STOCKTAKING

Streamline stocktakes, reducing time and staff resources
Utilize barcode labels for quick scanning via PC or mobile device cameras
Perform bulk scanning effortlessly with Timly's in-app barcode scanner

Experience the power of Timly firsthand with a free personal tour today!

https://timly.com/en/free-online-demo/


Brands that      Timly

Sodastream, a leading sparkling water maker,
selected Timly as its IT asset management
platform. With a dispersed remote workforce,
they needed a cloud-based solution for
tracking assets. Timly quickly developed the
self-inventory feature to meet their needs,
now available to all our clients.

Previously, the inventory was carried out
poorly in Excel. The inventory was therefore
extremely time-consuming and took up a
lot of manpower. Therefore I wanted to
implement a solution that could to it more
digitally and efficiently. Timly is exactly the
right software for our problems and the
management of our assets.

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY

FlexOffice, a workspace membership provider
across 11 Swiss locations, manages 5,000
assets, mainly furniture, with Timly. Seeking
an adaptable inventory solution like their
services, FlexOffice chose Timly for its
comprehensive mobile asset management
capabilities, ensuring operational flexibility
for their clients.

It looks like Timly has always been there. In
fact, my team doesn’t even remember an
Excel file. The biggest gain thanks to Timly is
time. We are saving so much time.

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY

Sea Shepherd Germany, committed to
marine wildlife protection, operates missions
on the Triton vessel, equipped with gear, IT
assets and campaign tools. With Timly, Sea
Shepherd efficiently manages resources,
supporting their mission to preserve
oceanic ecosystems.

Our inventory has been quite a challenge
because we are really decentralised and we
have to keep track of a wide range of items,
from vessels and vehicles to the smallest
items. Timly brings us great transparency
and it’s easy to use. At the end of the day,
we save a lot of time and a lot of stress.

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY

Ready to take your asset
tracking to the next level?

Experience Timly firsthand 
with a free personal tour today!

Or reach out by email at
contact@timly.com!

https://timly.com/en
https://timly.com/en/resources-hub/timly-at-sodastream/
https://timly.com/en/resources-hub/timly-at-flexoffice/
https://timly.com/en/resources-hub/timly-at-sea-shepherd/
https://timly.com/en/free-online-demo/
mailto:contact@timly.com

